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ABSTRACT

Linear prediction �LP� coe�cients are used to describe
the formant structure of a speech waveform� Many
factors contribute to the frame�to�frame �uctuation of
these parameters� These variations adversely a�ect the
performance of the LP quantizer and the quality of the
synthesized speech� For voiced speech� e�cient coding
of the pitch pulses at the output of the inverse formant
	lter relies on the similarity of successive pitch wave�
forms� The performance of this coding stage is also
jeopardized by LP variations� In this paper� we pro�
pose a new method which smoothes the evolution of
the LP parameters� Our algorithm is based on match�
ing the output of the formant predictor to a target
signal constructed using smoothed pitch pulses� With
this approach we have successfully reduced the frame�
to�frame variation of LP coe�cients� while increasing
the similarity of pitch pulses�

�� INTRODUCTION

The 	rst step in coding the discrete speech samples
is the elimination of the near sample redundancies by
means of an FIR 	lter� known as the inverse formant
	lter or the short term predictor� The coe�cients of
this 	lter are calculated using a standard linear pre�
diction analysis and are updated every 
��� ms� In
addition� coding the residual signal involves modeling
the pitch pulses� In Code Excited Linear Predictive
Coders �CELP� this is accomplished by means of an
analysis�by�synthesis strategy where the best possible
waveform is selected from an adaptive codebook con�
taining past pitch pulses� whereas in Adaptive Predic�
tor Coders �APC� a pitch predictor is used� The per�
formance of this pulse coding stage depends on the sim�
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ilarity of the successive pitch waveforms at the output
of the inverse formant 	lter�

The shortcomings of the standard linear prediction
technique in modeling the vocal tract transfer func�
tion have been known for a long time� Deller ��� has
shown that the output of the short term predictor is a
phase altered version of the glottal signal� El�Jeroudi
and Makhoul �
� have shown that for periodic signals
the linear prediction analysis will fail to identify the
true all�pole model parameters due to the aliasing in
the autocorrelation domain� Moreover� since the short
term prediction of the speech is performed on a frame�
to�frame basis in asynchrony with the evolving speech
waveform� arti	cial variations in the predictor param�
eters may be introduced by the location of the analysis
window�

It is desirable for the formant 	lter parameters to
evolve slowly� since their �uctuations may be accentu�
ated under quantization� creating audible distortions
at update instants� Also� variations of the LP coef�
	cients lead to changes in the pitch pulse shape for
the pulses located in adjacent frames� The naturalness
of the synthesized speech and the coding e�ciency is
compromised by these �uctuations� The most common
approach to reduce the e�ect of these variations is to
interpolate LP coe�cients at intervals of � to �� ms�
However� since this is accomplished independently of
the evolving residual waveform� the di�erences in the
pitch pulses shape �introduced by the changes in the
LP coe�cients� are not eliminated� In this paper� we
propose a new method for deriving the coe�cients of
the formant 	lter which takes into account the evolu�
tion of the residual pulses� The smoothing then takes
place jointly in the residual and in the LP domains�

�� TARGET MATCHING

Standard linear prediction computes the coe�cients of
the short term predictor by minimizing the energy of
the output signal� The output signal contains the glot�
tal excitation which consists of periodic pulses �voiced
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speech� and�or noise�like signal �unvoiced speech�� It
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Figure �� Target matching analysis block diagram�

has been shown �� that the order in which the for�
mant and pitch prediction take place a�ects their per�
formance� When the formant 	lter precedes the pitch
predictor then the latter�s prediction gain is lower than
if the order of the predictors is reversed� This implies
that the formant predictor also participates in the task
of pitch pulse modeling�

From the output of the standard LP 	lter� it is pos�
sible to form a target residual signal containing slowly
evolving pulses� Our method then rederives the coe��
cients of the short term predictor so as to minimize the
di�erence �MSE sense� between the 	lter output and
this target� The new analysis 	lter �Fig� �� is a Wiener
	lter which minimizes the error between the residual
and a target waveform� Providing the excitation sig�
nal as a target relieves the short term predictor from
the task of modeling the pulse shapes� Let s� S and
t be the speech frame� the data matrix and the target
signal� respectively� The error is given by

E � eTe � �Sa� s� t�T �Sa � s� t� ���

Solving raE � � and rgE � �� leads to

�STS�a � ST �s� t� �
�

g �
sT � � �TPss

�T � � �TPs�
where Ps � S

�
STS

���
ST

��
Several points can be noted�

� Depending on the structure of matrix S� STS
will correspond to the autocorrelation or the co�
variance matrix ����

� The scale factor g is introduced to eliminate the
in�uence of target gain on the residual shape�
With properly scaled pulses in the target � � g
will be near unity�

� When the target signal is equal to zero� this
method reduces to standard LP analysis�

� When the target signal is equal the original LP
residual� then the second term in the right hand
side of the Eq� �
� is zero by the orthogonality
principal� therefore a � alpc � In this case� the
target is perfectly matched� In the more general
case

t � elpc � � ���

�a � a� alpc � ��S
T
S���ST � ���

Where the �a is the correction to the standard
linear prediction coe�cients�

� Ps is the orthogonal projection matrix onto the
columns of S� and is equal to UTU ��� where U
is the matrix of left singular vectors of S�

� The resulting 	lter a is not guaranteed to be min�
imum phase�

The new residual signal obtained by 	ltering the speech
with a is given by

x � s�Ps�s� t� ���

The optimality of the Wiener 	lter guarantees that
kt� xk � kt� elpck� This inequality implies that
pulses in the modi	ed residual evolve more slowly than
those in the original LP residual� Pitch pulse coding
e�ciency is therefore increased�

�� TARGET CONSTRUCTION

The target signal should be as close as possible to the
true excitation signal at the input of the vocal tract� To
reduce the variations in the shape of adjacent residual
pulses each target pulse is constructed considering past
and possibly future pulses� The algorithm starts by
smoothing LP coe�cients corresponding to successive
frames of speech� i�e�

�ai � I�ai��� ai� ���

where I is an interpolation function operating in the
LP coding domain� ai and ai�� are the predictor coef�
	cients of the current and the previous frames� respec�
tively� The speech signal is then 	ltered using this new
set of parameters to form the residual signal r which
serves as the input to the target construction algorithm�
Our approach is based on the assumption that each
pulse y� is composed of two orthogonal components ����
the underlying pulse v which is nearly constant for the
adjacent pulses� The innovation component u models
variations due to changes in the underlying pulse and
due to changes in the LP parameters�

y � �v � �u ���



The vectors y� v� and u are normalized to unit energy�
� � vTy� � � uTy� Let x� � � � xL�� be the pulses in r�
To construct the target pulse for xl� after normalization
and appropriate alignment� we form the matrix

Yl �
�
v�n��l � � � vl�� yl � � � ymin�n��l�L���

�
���

The target pulse for yl is computed by minimizing the
matching error�

vl � argmin
kvk��

X

i

�i
� � �i � uTyi

� argmax
kvk��

X

i

�i
� � �i � vTyi

� argmax
kvk��

kYl
Tvk

����

The vector vl is the 	rst right singular vector of Yl�
The target frame � is obtained by replacing xl with
the scaled and aligned version of vl� The following 	g�
ure illustrates three frames of the standard LP residual
and the corresponding target signal� Compared to the
original residual� the smooth evolution in the target
pulses shape is clearly noticeable�

b

a

Figure 
� �a� Standard LP residual� �b� Target signal�

�� SPECTRAL SMOOTHNESS AND

STABILITY

As a measure of smoothness in the evolution of the 	lter
coe�cients� we use the norm�� of the di�erence vector
between consecutive set of coe�cients in the LP coding
domain� Since the target pulses that are being matched
are extracted from r� the new LP parameters tend to be
closer than the original LP coe�cients to those of the
previous frame� In the predictor coe�cients domain� a
su�cient condition for

kai � ai��k� � kalpc � ai��k� ����

is that every element of �a �Eq� �� respects the follow�
ing�

� � j�aj � 
�ai�� � alpc� ��
�

In situations where the inequality ���� is not respected
one can reduce the number of the columns ofY to make
the target more similar to the residual� as a result �a
will decrease� Another solution is to replace � by ���
where � � � �Eq� ��� Reducing gradually the weight
factor � causes a to approach alpc until the inequality
���� is satis	ed� We adopt this last approach because of
its low computational requirement� The same solutions
may be applied in the situations where the new LP 	lter
is not minimum phase�

�� EXPERIMENTS

High pitch female speech was 	rst sampled at �kHz�
Standard linear prediction coe�cients were calculated
every 
� ms� using a � ms Hamming analysis window
for the autocorrelation method� The resulting parame�
ters were smoothed with respect to the previous frame
���� To 	lter the input speech� these parameters were
held constant for �� samples and linearly interpolated
�in either LSF or PARCOR domain� between adjacent
frames� Pitch pulse extraction took place on the out�
put residual r using an independent pulse detection�

algorithm� Each target pulse is constructed consider�
ing the three previous and the two future pulses� i�e�
n� � n� � � � � �Eq� ���

If the matrix STS is desired to be Toeplitz� then the
target signal t should contain the edge e�ect introduced
by windowing the input speech� However� these edge
values depend on the 	lter a for which the system ���
is being solved� To sidestep this problem� these edge
values were estimated iteratively� The 	rst and last P
samples� of the target were replaced by those of the
LP residual� System �
� is then solved for a� For the
second step� the edge values of target are updated by
those of the residual at the the output of this new 	lter�
We then iterate for a� Experiments indicate that the
above iteration converges rapidly�

To further improve on the similarity of the succes�
sive pitch pulses and reduce the frame�to�frame vari�
ation of the LP coe�cients� the described target con�
struction and matching algorithm was also applied in
an iterative fashion� At the k�th step� once the sta�
bility and the smoothness conditions are satis	ed� the
new LP 	lter a�k� is fed back into the target construc�
tion routine and a new smoothed residual signal r�k���

is formed� The new target is constructed based on the
pulses extracted from this new waveform� The result�
ing 	lter a�k��� is accepted if the smoothness in LP

�The information regarding pulse locations is in part
available in many of the new generation coders ��� ���	

�
P is the order of the predictor	 In this paper P 
 ��	



parameters is improved� and if the matched residual
pulses� v� are more similar than in the previous step�

ka�k��� � ai��k� � ka�k� � ai��k�
L��X

l��

�v
�k���
l �T �v

�k���
l�� � �

L��X

l��

�v
�k�
l �T �v

�k�
l���

���

For the performance measure� we use the prediction
gain �ratio of the signal energy� in dB� at the input
to the signal energy at the output of the formant pre�
dictor�� The similarity between successive pitch pulses
may be evaluated by predicting one pulse from another�
this is in e�ect a pitch predictor� The prediction gain
for this predictor will then measure the similarity of
adjacent pitch pulses� To monitor the smoothness in
the formant 	lter coe�cients� we measure the average
of the norm�� of the LP parameters di�erence vector
in LSF ��� or predictor coe�cients �a� domains�

k��k� �

N��X

i��

k�i�� � �ik�	�N � �� ����

Where N is the total number of frames� Since the stan�
dard LP 	lter is optimal in the MSE sense� a decrease
in the short term prediction gain is expected� However�
this loss is more than compensated for by an increase
in the pitch pulse similarities as measured by the pitch
prediction gain�

Matching Prediction Gain �dB�

Method Formant Pitch k��k�
LP �
�� ��� ����
TM �
�� ��� ����
ITM ���� ��� ����

Table �� Autocorrelation method� LP� Standard Linear
Prediction� TM� Target matched� ITM� Iterative TM�

Matching Prediction Gain �dB�

Method Formant Pitch k�ak�
LP �
�� ��� 
���
TM �
�
 ��� 
���
ITM �
�� ��� 
���

Table 
� Covariance method�

Optimizing the LP 	lter according to the target sig�
nal results in only a small loss in the formant prediction
gain� The bene	t of the proposed analysis method is
an increase in the smoothness of the 	lter dynamics�
Consequently� the successive pulses in voiced regions
are more similar� and the pitch prediction gain has
also increased� The price for the higher performance
of the iterative approach is the larger reduction in the
formant predictor gain and the extra computation�

For the covariance method� the matching process
actually reduces the number frames with unstable LP
parameters� For the autocorrelation method� although
the minimum phase property of a is not guaranteed�
all the resulting LP synthesis 	lters were stable for the
tested speech segments�

�� CONCLUSION

In this paper� we have presented an alternative method
to perform the linear prediction analysis of a speech sig�
nal� The inverse formant 	lter is replaced by a Wiener
	lter with the target signal containing slowly evolv�
ing pulses� Experiments show that the frame�to�frame
variation of LP coe�cients is reduced and the matched
residual pitch pulses evolve more slowly with time� The
price for these gains in coding e�ciency is paid in terms
of the amount of the computation required to construct
the target and to derive the 	lter with the best overall
performance�
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